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Angela speaks ’freely’
after release on bail
-All power to the people! Free all political
prisoners!" These often repeated words were
the same ones Angela Davis used when she
greeted her crowd of well-wishers after her
release on bail Wednesday night.
The 28 -year old former UCLA philosophy
instructor spoke before the crowd in front of
the National Defense Committee office, 897
E. Santa Clara St., yesterday afternoon.
"If it were possible, at this moment, I would
like to be meeting with all the beautiful people
who struggled so intensely and thank them for
the sacrifices they have made over these long,
long months," Miss Davis said after her
release of 16 months of imprisonment.
"But because of the bail order I will reach
them from here, through you."
Two of the restrictions placed upon her
release by Judge Richard A rnason are that she
must obtain, permission from court to attend
any "public" rallies or meetings, and that she
must observe the Dec. 23, 1970 order barring
any talk about the case.
"This is a victory for all people stuggling
everywhere. In a sense the abolishment of
capital punishment is closely related to all
struggles of the people.

"It is related to the murder of George
Jackson, and to the massacre at Attica," she
added.
"The legal apparatus can no longer hold
political prisoners in prison prior to the trial,
isolating them and braking their spirit to
fight," the young Communist stated.
Speaking of her physical condition she said
she "felt fine."
Attired in a green knit dress, striped shawl
and large silver earings, she went on to say
"I feel better than I have in 16 months.
"The reason I feel fine is because I am
able to give much more of myself in the
struggle to free our sisters and brothers."
Miss Davis’ discussion was limited because of the courtroom order against
publicity. Her attorneys Howard Moore Jr,
Mrs. Brin Walker and Miss Margaret Burnham
answered most of the questions directed to her.
Miss Davis had to cancel a previously
scheduled trip to the Soledad Brothers’ trial
in San Francisco, because, as a spokesman
for the National Defense Committee explained,
"it might violate the restrictions placed upon
her when she received bail."
Moore stressed that the bail victory was
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not a victory only tor Miss Davis, but a
"victory for the people."
Moore posted $2,500 cash bail Wednesday,
$100,000 from a San Jose bail bondsman
Steve Sparacino, and the remaining $10,000
paid by her supporters.
Mrs. Walker requested the press to give
Miss Davis privacy, and not to try todiscover
her San Jose residence.
"It is up to you, it is your responsibility,"
she said referring to Miss Davis’ personal
safety.
Miss Davis was released Wednesday night
from the Santa Clara County North jail in
Palo Alto after Judge Arnason cited the
Supreme Court decision to abolish capital
punishment as the reason for the granting of
bail.
She is accused of murder, conspiracy and
kidnap in the Mann County Civic Center
shootout, August 7, 1970, where a judge and
three others were killed.

Angela Davis
Ste.art

Tower Hall may chime again

Council allots $1,000
By RICK MALASPINA
After skipping two meetings last week,
A.S. Council Wednesday cleared up some
lagging business and considered new matters.
A.S. Pres. Mike Buck received council’s approval to put $1,000 in a reserved
account to install carillons in Tower Hall.
Total cost for the mechanized bell sysAfter the initial $1,000
tem is $7,690.
"alumni and well-wishers" would contribute
the remaining sum, said A.S. Business Manager George Watts.
By majority vote council approved the appointments of Jesse Guerrero to the Student Financial Aids Board, Celeste Zuffi to
the Communications Board, David Hunt to

the Improvement of Instruction Committee,
and Ellen Jo Cefalu to the Academic Fairness Committee.
Council also recognized and endorsed a
national organization called Student Vote.
George Barner Jr., a representative of the
group from Evergreen State College in Washington, explained that Student Vote is a nonprofit, non-partisan organization designed to
register voters on college campuses.
Two work-study public relations positions
were also approved at Wednesday’s meeting.
Councilman Rudy Leonardi explained the
objectives of the new posts are to assist
all recognized campus organizations with publicity and to promote an understanding of

student government and its activities.
Pay for the 15 -hour per week job is $2.50
per hour for a I4 -week period.
Applications for the positions are available in the A.S. offices in the College Union.
They must be returned within three days,
recommended Leonardi.
As for allocations on the agenda since
last week, council gave $1,000 to the SJS
choraliers to attend a conference in Atlanta,
Ga.
In addition, the Committee for Honorable
Conservatism received $150 for travel and
expenses for speaker Tibor Machon, and the
SJS Psychology Department was allocated
$47 toward the publication of a department
newsletter.

Disenchantment with Plaza project
spreads to middle -income workers
Wsyne Glusk
Sa/SsolkosasOWYWANkss.

Berkeley Mayor Widener
to address Black Caucus
Berkeley mayor Warren Widener, will be
the guest speaker at the first conference
of the Black Political Caucus of Santa Clara
Valley --tomorrow in the C.U. Ballroom.
The conference, held from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., will deal with the social, economic
and political problems plaguing the Valley’s
Black communities.

"It is felt the Black Caucus will become
the permanent political instrument for the
Black community in the Valley, complete with
and executive arm, a community council
of representative organization and task forces
to deal with day to day issues," stated Dr.
Leonard Jeffries, SJS Black St udies Chairman.

By MARK SIMON
Last of three parts
The San Antonio Plaza project was cheered
for several years as the opening of a lengthy
beneficial relationship between San Jose and
SJS.
Since then, the tune’s been changed and the
words rewritten.
The project was once proposed as student residence halls and a shopping area
located between Third and Fourth streets
and San Carlos and San Fernando streets.
It has now become middle -income, whitecollar--worker-oriented housing and the college isn’t pleased.
Final approval of the rezoning necessary
for the project faces the San Jose City Council Monday night in an open hearing.
For years the college supported the project as proof of the theory of increased SJSSan Jose cooperation.
The city liked the idea enough to take
$2.2 million of college money and run.
When complaints from college officials

Nixon’s motives examined

Two views of China trip
BY DAN RUSSO
Why did Pres. Nixon go to China? Is he playing politics with the
American voter? Just what do the Chinese people think about the whole
thing?
Among other reasons, Pres. Nixon has told the American people his
goal is to establish communications with mainland China and inaugurate
a new open-door policy with the People’s Republic.
Earlier this week, in separate interviews, the Daily questioned Dr.
Lela Noble, SJS professor of Asian Politics and Mary Lou Greenberg,
a member of the Revolutionary Union (RU.), a Communist organization,
on their views of the China visit.
Mrs. Greenburg recently returned from a six -week tour of China.
Dr. Noble has traveled extensively through Asia but has not been to
China.
"I think," said Dr. Noble, "that he (Nixon) has decided the time has
come to ease relations with China and sort of face reality in a way we
haven’t in the past."
Dr. Noble said, however, "without a doubt there are also political
motivations for him making the trip at this particular time."
R.U. member Mrs. Greenberg believes "people’s struggles," such
as the anti-U.S. business movement abroad and the anti -war movement
at home, plus unemployment, inflation and a general economic crisis in
the U.S., have forced Nixon to visit China.
Dr. Noble said she thinks Pres. Nixon would like to see expanded
trade relations with China, but added, "I don’t think that economics provided the shift In his thinking."

Dr. Noble explained that Pres. Nixon’s visit represents a fundamental shift in American policy, but "the full nature of the shift in
policy is going to be clear for us only when we see some kind of definitive resolution of the situation in Vietnam."
Mrs. Greenberg believes that Chinese foreign policy has not changed
and pointed out that as early as 1955, Premier Chou En-lai approached
the U.S. to begin negotiations on certain things but received a harsh rebuff from then Secretary of State John Foster Dulles.
"Both sides have changed policy," said Dr. Noble, "At times one
side has been slightly more conciliatory and the other side for its own
reasons has been more hard line. And what has happened now, in contrast to what has never happened before, is that we’ve both decided that
It is in our interest to be concilitory at the same time," she said.
Dr. Noble and Mrs. Greenberg both believe that if anything comes
out of Nixon’s trip it will be increased understanding between the
Chinese and American people and that perhaps stereotypes held by both
sides will be broken.
"I suspect that another thing they expect to do is to find out what
kind of person Nixon is and how he is to negotiate with and to really explore the limits of American negotiations," said Dr. Noble.
"The Chinese know," said Mrs. Greenberg, "there are certain things
that need to be discussed between heads of state."
Mrs. Greenberg aid the people who visited China with her will present a slide show and discussion March 4 in the C.U. Loma Prieta Room.
The show begins at 8 p.m. and is open to everyone.

arose concerning the turn the project was
taking,
developer
representative Rich
Quisgard, of Saga Enterprises Inc., quickly
dispatched any criticisms.
"Of course, tke college isn’t putting any
money into the protect," he noted.
However, $2.2 million of the local funding
necessary to develop the San Antonio project was supplied indirectly by the college.
The Housing and Urban Development Department (HUD), in order to encourage local
redevelopment, gives incentives in the form
of hard cash for organizations doing extensive reconstruction.
The catch is that the money doesn’t go
to the organization, it goes to the Redevelopment Agency in the same city.
According to Olney Smith, executive director oy the San Jose Redevelopment Agency,
"If the college purchases and clears blighted
property in the area we can receive a local
credit."
Federal regulations stipulate that local
credits can be applied towards the agencies
efforts in redeveloping the hard core down,
town San Jose area.
San Antonio Plaza is receiving $2.2 million for local reconstruction done by SJS.
"In effect, there is a credit from these
college activities," Smith explained.
Dr. C. Grant Burton, SJS executive dean
denies that the money is at the root of the
college’s complaint.
He feels such a commitment of funds raised
by the college implies "other obligations on
the part ’of the Redevelopment Agency."
"The college was amenable to the use of
these funds because we were interested in
increased community college -relationships,"
Dr. Burton continued.
Smith feels that the money is just another
reason why the college administration opposes
the project.
"I’m sure there is that as an angle involved.
It’s just under the law that we
are able to take advantage of it."
Dr. Burton’s complaints stem from an
historical involvement.
"The college worked with the Agency in
mounting and selling the whole San Antonio
Plaza project to the community."
"We participated in public hearings and the
college construction credits were actuallt,
used as part of the city’s contribution to
the project."
Burton adds such money was used and
favored by the college when Saga, SJS and
the Redevelopment Agency representatives
still went to lunch together.
"Unlike the original stature of the project, this project is no longer a joint effort,
it is no longer a college community center,"
Dr. Burton lamented.

"The college wants this project to be a
good neighbor, but since we have been unable
to influence the design and progress of this
project, we’re disappointed."
"The rest is silence.."

Olney Smith

Dean Burton
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EDITORIAL

High schools politicized with left bias
by Martha O’Connell

Tuition raise unfair
Last summer, the Trustees of
the California State Colleges once
again revealed their shortsightedness with their decision to raise
foreign student tuition from $20
to $37 per unit.
This raise, although legal, is
unfair to presently enrolled foreign students because of an earlier
resolution from the Trustees.
This resolution, dated Nov. 24,
1970, stated "tuition for continuing
foreign students would remain at
the rate of $600 a year until
the 1974-75 fiscal year."
However, the Trustees have the
authority to raise tuition whenever
they feel the necessity. At their
July 14, 1971 meeting they saw fit
to raise foreign student tuition
from $600 a year to $1100 to balance the state budget.
Apparently, no thought was
given to the effect this would have
on the foreign students already
enrolled in the state colleges.
The incredible jump in tuition
was merely pulling the rug out
from students who had put trust
in the earlier agreement. Many
had planned their budgets in accordance with the $600 fee.
Now we agree that the 840

students from foreign countries
and those from out-of-state should
pay more than the California students since their families are not
taxed to support our college system. But we think such a sudden
raise for students already enrolled
is a cruel insensitive move.
Tuition raises should only
apply to incoming foreign and outof-state students. And the rates
should not be so high as to eliminate foreigners altogether.
The tuition rates the trustees
are now trying to charge will cut
out many foreign students from
our campuses.
These students
are an integral part of any campus,
and are
invaluable in their
promotion of intercultural understanding.
A 330 per cent increase over
the past three years only shows
a gross disregard for the problems of foreign students.
We support the present court
injunction against raising fees for
continuing students. We further
express the hope that the courts
make a reasonable decision concerning a tuition raise for new
students.

I was talking to my youngest
sister the other day and our conversation made me reflect, again,
on the 18 -year -old vote. Ann is
17, a senior in high school, and
pretty typical of her age and
middle class group. The only nontypical things about her are her
grade point average (B plus) and
her choice of a college major By November she
criminology.
will have turned 18 and so will be
eligible to vote.
I was trying to browbeat her
into registering Republican and
voting for Nixon, with a little
help from my mother, who has
voted for Nixon in every election
he has ever run in. After getting
nowhere (she was getting increasingly stubborn because we had
ganged up on her) I played my last
card.
"All right, Ann," I said, "name
me one Democrat who’s better than
Nixon."
After a long pause she said,
"Give me a list of the Democrats
so I can choose."
Seeing victory in sight, I
pounced. "You don’t even know
who the Democrats are."
Chalk up another vote for the
Maybe I can even
President.
convince her to vote for Ashbrook
(Conservative Party candidate)
in the primary.
Based on my experience from
speaking in high schools in the
San Jose -Santa Cruz area, I have
found that the majority of high
school students are not much
better informed than my sister.
That is not to say that the adult
population is operating from a
much bigger store of knowledge.

It is only to suggest that adding
more uninformed people to the
electorate is hardly going to improve the situation.
Things were made much worse
when the Supreme Court declared
that the ability to read was not a
criterion for voting. Those 30 second spot ads do the job, right?
Perhaps the most serious problem growing out of the 18 -year old vote is one which I have not
yet seen discussed: the turning
of the high schools into political
propaganda machines for one or
another of the candidates.
It has become increasingly
school
for high
fashionable
teachers to invite one conservative
to speak to their government
classes. Why? Because they are
also bringing spokesmen for the
liberal cause (from grape pickers
to Muskie backers) to talk to
their students.
I asked one teacher why he did
not bring in the growers to rebut
after his civics class had been
subjected to 50 minutes of the
grape pickers plight. Because we
don’t have time was his reason.
But he did have time for a discussion of Angela Davis (pro)
Muskie (pro) and busing (pro).
I am well aware that when I
speak
I am used to deflect
criticism from the policies of
that teacher. He can always tell
the administration he had one
conservative speaker, and as an
SJS student council member declared last year, "We all know
that one conservative speaker a
year is enough."
The high school students are
being told they must register and
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Racism in the movement?
by Chauncey Bailey
Prof. Robert Allen of SJS’
Black Studies department "ran
it down" to a gathering at the
Solidarity House Tuesday night,
accusing some of todays radicals
of aspiring to be "white niggahs."
Allen, who is author of "Black
Awakening in Capitalistic America," spoke on the intrinsic
evidence of "racism" in the movement for social change.
"Many whites feel the problem
of blacks being oppressed lies in
the black community so they come
(with a missionary attitude) to help
these ’poor, deprived’ people,"
Allen noted.
Racism, Allen said, must be
attacked on all three levels: personal racism, institutional racism
(such as the tracking system used
in schools, where students are
divided by IQ, and their fate of
going on to college is pre -destined)
and finally racism on an ideolgical
scale.
"In order to stop racism from
breeding within our ranks," Allen
advised, "we have to apply unity,
criticism and then more unity."
"First there is the fact that
we all want to see sister Angela

free --that unifies us," said Allen.
"We’ll have to apply criticism to
any racist act within our ranks to
restore that unity. The person
accused should be asked. ’Do you
see your racism?’ and finally,
’how shall we deal with it?"
What are some of these acts?
"Many whites fail to see the
importance of Third world leadership. ..the victims have the most
consistent interest in dealing with
oppression because they’ve
experienced it."
But Allen was quick to add,
"We’re not playing a skin game...
just because you’re black you
shouldn’t automatically be a
leader. .but you have the most
potential."
The former adviser of SHAKA,
an SJS publication, then accused
many leftists of having a severe
case of the "right on syndrome."
’Some whites will say ’right
on’ at rallies even if you sneak
something in wrong," he said.
Allen advised the gathering
"the way to ward off racism is to
develop a historical understanding
of racism and to have a commitment against it."
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they must vote. They are being
told they can change the system if
only they will organize. They are
being treated to a barrage of
liberal to leftist thought with one
conservative thrown in to keep
senators like Clark Bradley from
hitting the roof.
Were Ann not the daughter and
such hard line
sister
of
Republicans, she would be swept
along with the rest.
As it is,
she was afraid to tell us when a
women’s
liberation delegation
from the University of California
at Santa Cruz was allowed to
redirect a girl’s PE class and
tell them that women who bore
children were "sows."
Why?
Because I upset the
applecart by calling the principal
and demanding equal time. (We
didn’t get it. Nor did we get it
when a group of U.C. Santa Cruz
students ran on a rampage through
the high school, tearing down
American flags and telling the
kids about "U.S. butchery in Vietnam.")
The high schools are being
politicized and they are being
politicized with a very heavy
liberal bias. The 18 -year -old vote
is not only the height of stupidity,
but it is helping to turn the high
schools into political propaganda
machines.

Staff Comment

Election ’721
by Steve Marinueei
Election year ’72, from early
indications, looks to be a dull
year. From what I’ve seen of the
candidates, they all sound I ike they
graduated from the Richard M.
Nixon School of Politics. .
No candidate is coming up with
anything original. No candidate
has been able to talk for longer
than one minute without putting me
to sleep.
One exception, though, has to be
George Wallace. He never fails to
move me ----to the exact opposite
of what he thinks.
Candidates, besides Wallace,
must come forth with some
reasonable programs, and something that sounds like it actually
IS a program, instead of "My
friends, what we need in this
country is more of what we had
before we lost it."
My political credibility gap
toward Richard Nixon has extended
toward all
politicians. Until
politicians stop being so nambypamby and get a little controversial, I’ll just reserve my vote
in November for Linus.
He’s
been more controversial in the
past six months than Richard Nixon
and some others have been in the
past four years.

Come on!
"...I’m Richard Nixon...I’m running for re-election...I’m Richard Nixon...

Don’t just sit there.
You
must have something on your
mind.
Voice your opinion in
the letters to the editor section
of the Spartan Daily.

Staff Comment

Right-hand conspiracy
by Sharon Holly
Leftists, unite! Unite against a
right-wing society that seeks to
keep you oppressed forever!
Sound like a reactionary’s call
to arms? It’s a call to all southpaws to rise up and take action
against a society determined to
keep us as second-class citizens.
For instance, did you know that
10. per cent of the population is
left-handed? You wouldn’t know
it to look at the desks found in
most classrooms.
I found a left-handed desk one
day, but a chauvinist right-winger
was using for for a footstool.
Not only that, most left-handed
desks have been slowly but surely
pushed to the back of the class.
Even when I can find a desk
in hearing distance of the instructor and sit down, I find I’m
uncomfortable. It’s awkward!
We’ve losing our identity.
We’ve been so conditioned to
righty’s world that we have come
to accept his ways.
School’s just the beginning.
Try ironing left-handed sometime. The cord gets in your way.
The refrigerator requires you to
open the door from the right.

Water fountains press from the
right. Ever tried to find a lefthanded pair of scissors?
Admitted, left-handedness is
like being overweight --it strikes
different people
in different
degrees. . Some lefties brag that
they are almost ambidextrous.
I have a left-handed cousin (as a
matter of fact I have four of them)
who is so left-handed he tried
to drive a Volkswagen from the
passenger’s seat (he gave this
up because his feet didn’t reach
the pedals).
However, our people are
making sure but slow progress
upward. My parents’ generation
looked on being a lefty as a real
handicap --to be corrected as
quickly as possible. This made
for a lot of stuttering grade
schoolers (something about your
writing center being too close to
the speech center in your brain).
Iron companies have wised up
too --the cords are attached to the
back rather than to a side. Lefthanded mail-order houses are
springing up.
There’s a bright future out
there, lefties. Don’t let me down.
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News Review

Campus Briefs
AC adopts dean selection policy
The Academic Council Wednesday adopted an interim
policy and procedure for the selection of staff deans.
This policy applies to the dean of graduate studies and
research, dean of undergraduate studies, dean of educational
seryices, dean of faculty, and dean of academic planning.
A committee of faculty and students will assist SJS Pres.
John Bunzel in considering persons to fill the positions.
Although the president has the last voice, the committee
will present the names of three or more candidates for his
consideration. Pres. Bunzel may then appoint any of the
persons rermninended by the committee

Research library times changed
New hours are now in en. t ior the Environmental Information Office and Research Library.
The center will be open Monday through Thursday from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday, the center will be staffed from
10 a.m. to noon. In addition. time office will be open on
on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9 p.m.
Volunteers are still needed to help operate the information office.
People with spare time and energy can call
the office at 277-2852 for more details.
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’Protestants planted’

’The Angela Davis bill’

British unfair to Irish’

Compiled from Associated Press
by Paula Belshaw
Wire Editor
SACRAMENTO --"The Angela Davis bill" was introduced
yesterday to outlaw bail ler defendants facing charges punishable by life imprisonment.
The bill, prompted by Angela Davis’ release on bail,
was introduced by Sen. H. L. Richardson, R -Arcadia, to make
it possible to keep defendants awaiting trial behind bars in
cases where "the proof of guilt is evident."
Richardson, a former staff member of the John Birch
Society, also introduced four bills making treason, perjury
resulting in the death of an innocent person, train wrecking
and other unspecified offenses punishable by life imprisonment without possibility of parole

Time-saver to Los Angeles

FRESNO --Beginning Wednesday, travelers can shave
off one hour of driving time, and 20 miles between San
Francisco and Los Angeles by staying on Interstate 5 from
Los Angeles to Tracy in San Joaquin County before diverting to Interstate 580 to reach San Francisco

Tass says Davis bail forced
said yesterday
MOS( OW- -the SoYlel Ilesss agency
the pressure of progressive international public opinion"
forced U.S. authorities to release Angela Davis on bail.
It made no mention of California’s recent ban on capital
punishment that made her eligible for bail.
Miss Davis has been portrayed in the Soviet Union as a
heroic figure persecuted for her Communist ideals.
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BY DAN RUSSO
The violence III Northern Ireland is not a religious conflict.but rather a fight against political discrimination and
suppression by the British government.
This is the opinion of Damien Eastwood, SJS Northern
Irish Aid Committee president, who spoke before 47 unresponsive people in the C.U. Loma Prieta Room yesterday
afternoon.
The speech was sponsored by the Committee for Honorable Conservatism.
Eastwood opened with a brief history of Northern Ireland
and its relations with the British government. He said the
Protestants in Northern Ireland were "planted" by the
British who gave them free land as long as they remained
loyal to the British government.
The British government uses the Protestants in Northern
Ireland to "divide the people artificially and keep them in
control," according to Eastwood.
Eastwood, who was born and reared in Northern Ireland.
lashed out at "discrimination" against Catholics by the
British and said "the British could have controlled the
Northern Irish if they would have given them the same
rights British people in Ireland have."
According to Eastwood, the British people support the
Northern Irish fight for independence and the troops arm
there because Prime Minister Edward Heath’s administra.
lion wants to protect British business interests in Northern
Ireland.
Eastwood pointed out that violence has not been a way 01
life for the Northern Irish. "For 50 years they were peacefully prepared to work out equality," he said.

m,mitish
Eastwood sac: ’mit continuer:
troops and a lack ol willingness by the British government
to negotiate terms for a united Ireland drive the people to
violent resistense.
A plea was made by Barth O’Connell of the Committrile
for Honorable Conservatism for donations for the families
of the "1200 held in concentration camps in Northern
Ireland." Eastwood said these people were put in the camps
by British troops without being charged A ith anything
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Lindsay comes to S.J.
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John V. Lindsay, rebel
Republican who bolted from
the party, last summer would
like to be the Democratic
party nominee against a rebel
Republican who is staying
with the party: Paul
McCloskey.
Speaking to about 125
people at San Jose Municipal
Airport yesterday morning,
the New York City mayor
said a Lindsay -McCloskey
presidential fight "would be
a great race. We’d have a
coalition right away- -a coalition against the world. "I hope he does well in
New Hampshire," continued
Lindsay, who was making inafter
formal
comments
speaking on the problems of
American cities. -He’s one
of the great men of this
world --I’m on his side.Lindsay was originally
scheduled to ’ dedicate the
Curtis Mini -Park at South
First and East San Antonio
streets at 9 a.m., but his
flight from Los Angeles was
delayed for one hour by fog.
The youthful crowd from
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Mayor Mineta
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1695 San Carlos
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Sports Roundup
New.
Puts your lashes
in the thick of things

The SJS cagers make their final home appearance
of the season when they host Fresno State tomorrow
night in Spartan Gym. Tipoff time is 8:05.
Currently 4-6 in PCAA play, the Spartans will
attempt to move into a third place tie with U.C. Santa
Barbara, who faces Long Beach State tonight. The
SJS frosh meet the Bulldog frosh in a 6 p.m. contest.

More than 50 summer departures!!

the inini-park was bused II,
the airport to see the tall.
grey-haired mayor.

33 E. San Fernando, 2nd Flr.
San Jose, Ca 95112

Associated Students Travel Service

Lindsay, speaking from
the airplane boarding ramp,
accused the Nixon administration of "pouring gas on the
flames of passion," instead of
coming up with real solutions
to urban problems.

Available only to CSC students,
faculty, staff and irnmedoala family
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Straining to be heard over
the roar of arriving and departing jets and the music of
a mariachi band, Lindsay
continued, "None of us have
heard one single word coming
out of Washington about the
need in this country to provide
each person with a high quality education."
He had much praise for
San Jose’s "brave mayor,"
Norman Mineta, who introduced Lindsay and is supporting his presidential bid.
Mineta, Lindsay continued,
is trying to change San Jose
into an area of "beauty, sophistication and culture."
In less than a half-hour.
Lindsay signed autographs,
posed for pictures, met with
local campaign officials, and
telephoned the New York
Sanitation Commissioner
about a snow -storm --all
without leaving the runway by
the airport fire station

bi

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W. SAN CARLOS 29-1-1455
35 S. -4TH ST. 287-7030

WATERBEDS
11 5.00 5Year
guarantee

ANY SIZE
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Both locations open 9-9 daily
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BASEBALL

GYMNASTICS

qFlu-j

TRACK CLINIC
A track clinic, headed by SJS track coach Ernie
Bullard, will be held tomorrow in Men’s Gym 201.
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, professor of psychology, will be
the guest speaker along with John Powell and Greg Born,
who will talk on Olympic weight lifting. The program
runs from 8:30 a.m. until I piii

The Protein Mascara

Builds bod, onto ttur lashes the way that
protein formulas build body onto your hair.
Makes even skimpy lashes look thick, thicker.
thickest !Unretouched microscopic photo proves
Great -Lash Protein Mascara greatly increases
the diameter of every lash. And the Great -Lash
method is so easy! Builder-Brush applicator delivers thicker coverage. more first stroke color. No smearing, sticking, or lumping.
No waiting to dry. Just keep brushing on formula until lashes arc
as thick as you like.

FREE!
BELT ($5-S10) VALUE WHEN
YOU BUY 2 PAIRS OF

tt

LEVI’S

Mimi\ Goc$1

tIaLinsty:9
TONfrE 9PM
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Happy Hour Daily 4 6pm

OPEN: mon-fri 10-9
sat 10-6
sun 12-5
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Good Beer & Good Music
hoists

Pool

lospersts

3660 STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
behind kiddie world

I

181 E.Sonto Clore
o 1,00 p11111

je

At. our new location:
1528 W. SAN CARLOS

WRESTLING
Coach Terry Kerr takes his SJS wrestling squad to
San Diego State tomorrow for the PCAA championships .
The Spartans finished the season with a 3-6-1 record, good enough for fifth place in the final league
standings.

The Spartan gymnastics team travels to Oregon tonight to tangle with the powerful Ducks. Currently
4-5, SJS ventures into Chico State territory tomorrow
evening for a double dual meet with Chico and Hayward
State.

r

GRAND OPENING
SALE

The SJS varsity baseball squad will be looking for
its second win of the year.when it travels to meet the St.
Mary’s Gaels today in Moraga. Game time is 2:30 p.m.
The Spartans return home tomorrow for a doubleheader
with U.C. Davis starting at noon at Municipal Stadium.

QREAT-EAS1-1

Charters
Way

$1490ne

247-3700
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Chicano night
raps system
By DAVID ZAPATA
Ina De La itaza Unida was
an evening not only tor drum ming up signatures for the
Chicano political party, but
also an evening for examining
the Chicano community and
the individuals and Federal
agencies set up within the
community to elevate minorities.
Raul Ruiz. editor of La
!laza magazine and founder of
La Raza Unida party in Los
Angeles, and Sonny Madrid,
speaker took
community
turns leveling insults and accusations not only at The Economic and Social Opportunities Program Inc., but Model
Cities programs and Chicanos as individuals for their
lack of spirit and total apathy towa rds the "mess
around them."
Madrid said, prior to his
speech, -Money is the thing
that splits us up." in citing
the -fierce competing between agencies for funds
made availiable by the federal government . "
In his stylish off -handed
manner. Madrid slouched on
a chair and spoke, too softly
sometimes, on the history of
I Raza Unida Party and its

desperate need to obtain
66.000 signatures to become a
valid political party.
So far 18 precincts have
been captured in the vote
registration drive started
last Fall,- bringing a total of
close to 4,000 signatures in
Santa Clara County.
"So now where are we’?"
asked Madrid rhetorically,
"Where is all the energy
headed for’."
"There is all kinds of
fighting going on among us,"
said Madrid. He cited internal discord between Model
Cities and E.S.O. and even
petty jealousies among workers in the agencies.
"The spirit that was La
R a za is no more," said
Madrid. "It was very easy
to get 500 protestors to march
in support for the United
Farm Workers a year ago.
But nobody cares anymore.
We are too busy fighting for
money."

Farmer’s ’thrill of a lifetime’

Co-op backs Davis’ bond
FRESNO (AP) --A partner in
a farm co-operative said today he put up 405 acres of
"some of the best farm land
in the world" as collateral
for Angela Davis’ bond because "it is the most important thing I could be doing right now."
He said he hopes to be
"honored" with Communist
party membership

Rodger McAfee, 33, said
that after pledging the
acreage- -on which he placed
a gross value of $330,000
"We went into the jail and
brought Angela out- -it was
the thrill of a lifetime."
Miss Davis was released
on bail Wednesday night after
16 months in jail. The black
militant and former UCLA
philosophy instructor is to be

tried in San Jose starting
Monday on murder, kidnap
and conspiracy charges. She
is accused in the San Rafael
courthouse shooting that
claimed four lives on Aug.
7, 1970.
"It culminated 16 months
of struggle," McAfee said.
"We went with about 35 or
40 friends to the San Jose
home of a friend and broke

*4’
*Lai.

ENTERING

VASONA LAKE
COUNTY PARK
EOLRITT OF SANTA CLARA

tr,-1r-lb^111r

Ruiz condemned the Democratic party as "taking
the Mexican votes to bed but
never marrying them." The
Democrats have promised a lot hut election promises are
fornotten it seems."

.N10

Dorm students reach park after long pedal

Karate workshop Movies, kites, bikes
offered by ExC
Dorm life busy

"Introduction to Shoto Kan
sday for the rest of the
Karate." the most recent semester.
workshop offered by the ExEmphasis will be on the
perimental College, will be- form and art of karate rather
gin sessions Monday, at 3:30 than competition in defense,
in Women’s Gym 101.
according to ExC Director,
A third degree black belt Randy Kern.
instructor, accredited by the
This class as well as all
Hawaii Karate Association, other ExC classes is open to
will teach the classes which all students.
!nee?

Cheap Thrills
By CORY FARLEY
Feature Editor

there’s a place just over
an hour from SJS where you
can %alk through a cave,
"limb a waterfall, watch a
rock bunch 01 fledgling
climbers learn the meaning
of fear. and hike until you
can’t lift a leg -all within
a couple of square miles.
Not only that, hut it’s
naturally air conditioned,
with temperatures, in spots,
15 or 20 degrees below the
ambient, and it offers unlimited opportunites for
skulking in the dark. Surprise and amaze your
friends by leaping out from
behind a rock just when
they’re beginning to think
they’ll never see daylight again. It also has what must be
the world’s heaviest concentration of little blue lizards,
ciuminglv placed to scurry over your hand just when you’re
t.ci a I I ..y reaching the top and think you’re safe.
Pinnacles National Monument is the place. It’s about
75 miles south of here on Highway 25. Take 101 to Gilroy,
then follow the signs to Hollister and from there to
Pinnacles
It (lists $1 to drive in, or you can park outside the gates
and hike iii free. Whatever, follow the signs to the visitor
center, where you’ll be able to get maps and handouts to
decide where you want to go.
The most interesting trail is the cave trail to Bear
About 1.1 miles long, it starts from
Gulch Reservoir,
the visitor center and goes through a series of caves,
finally emerging in an incredibly steep and narrow stairway up the face of this great old Tarzan-movie cliff.
There are signs all along saying you need a flashlight
to get through the caves. Believe them. I tried to make
it through in the dark, and everything was fine, light
filtering through the roof and all, until I rounded a corner
and everything disappeared. It was DARK. As dark as...
words fail me. I finally had to wait for somebody with a
flashlight to come along so I could find my way out. Imagine the humiliationrescued from the bowels of the
earth by a 13 -year -old girl.
If spelunking isn’t your particular trip, there are
several miles of above -ground trails, too, from easy
to pretty hard.
Most of them are loop trails that bring
you back to the center, and distances are given on the
maps so you have an idea how long each will take.
It’s a nice place.

THE SUSPENSE IS BY FAR THE BEST PART
THE PACE IS FAST AND YOU NEVER QUITE
KNOW WHAT IS COMING NEXT. THE BERKELEY
AND BOSTON ATMOSPHERES ARE STRONGLY
SET FORTH."
Amy,. Earl.. San F rancisco Chronicle
DEALING
’its. tttttt inment that Mates to
out reality and wool*, a fantasy stimulant that is
accessible to It,. millions of freaks who IpiR paraomd
whenever II polite COI UNA into mew This is a mount
that worts because young people vote allowed to
make it the way they wanted to

By ROGER WOO
"Hey, what are you going
to do this weekend?"
I can’t
"I don’t know.
figure out whether to go to
The City, or go camping, or
hiking, or fishing, or go skiing, or..."
"Things have been happening in the dorms since the
beginning of the fall semester." said Ken Mabie,
Markham Hall resident adviser. "We are just trying
to appeal to everybody and
find out what they want."
Joe Rogers, residence
hall activity coordinator
says. "Now there’s no reason for a student to go home
becatise there’s nothing to

du."
According to Rogers, all
of the activities are free
or inexpensive. "There are
a lot of things to do, it’s
the matter of the individual to
go out and get involved,"
he said.
One of the more unusual
activities is planned for next
A "50’s Dance" is
month.
in the making. But finding a
1955 Buick to raffle off has
turned into a major problem.
The future holds a kite making contest followed by a
weekend of kite flying on a
beach, an overnight hiking camping trip, plus occasional
trips to San Francisco.
Last Saturday, 35 persons

took a 13 -mile bike ride to
Lake Vasona in Los Gatos.
"People are now doing
things together. As an activities director, I’m just
helping those who have started the upswing," Rogers said.
Movie classics such as the
uncut version of "King Kong"
have been shown. Upcoming
films include recent releases
such as "Midnight Cowboy"
and "The Great White Hope."
Having their own residential college is something
Markham Hall is proud of
Classes such as Kundalim
yoga, candle making, auto and
bike repair and wine tasting
are held at various times
throughout the semester.
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McAfee said he had to
leave the party early to go
back to the McAfee Family
Farms Co-op, 17 miles
southwest of here to milk
"I could have
the cows.
stayed all night," he said.
"but someone had to do Mk milking."
He said he and his wilt Darlene, parents of five sons
aged 4 to 10, have worked
with his parents. Ray and
May McAffee, retired Sail
Francisco public school teachers, to build the co-op since
1961. He said it now owns
1,100 acres of farm land
which is leased out and operates an 89 -cow dairy, producing about 2,500 gallons of
milk a week.
McAfee, who is White,
said he first met Miss Davis
about two years ago at an
anti -Vietnam War rally at
Fort Ord, Calif.
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this issue as "a hutimnitai
ian issue to replace the capitalistic system with a higher,
more efficient form of socio-economics "

845 NIGHTLY

NICKELODEON

LINCOLN 8. CEDAR 515.
416-7500
SANTA CRUZ

enlightened at

the art
Gallery
we have the finest models
for amateur and professional photographers
Photographically yours.

Call 328-7071
467 Hamilton Ave.
Palo Alto, Suite 1

"I was really impressed
by her clear presentation,"
he said.
"If you know her
personally, she is really a
humanitarian of the highest
form."
He said "promoting the
’ssue of Angela Davis" is
’the most important thing
’n the world I could be dong right now." He defined
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*LIVE
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’THE GARRET’
AT THE PRUNE YARD
IN CAMPBELL

Don’t cross the channel
Ask for info on streamlined study
programs abroad and on Inter
Europe student flights
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OPEN 11AM DAVEY

Prof. P Bentler 12131277-5200 or
879-3111 to Sierra Travel Inc ,
9875 Santa Monica B., Beverley
Hills
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Being the adventures of a young man
whose principal interests are rape,
ultra-violence and Beethoven.

Foreign

study aid
available
$cholarships for study
abroad during the 1973-74
academic year are being offered by the San Jose Rotary Club.
Four types of educational
awards are offered.
Two scholarship types require prior college attendance. Two others require
only work experience with a
secondary education.
Application deadline is
March 15.
Further information is available from
Reese M. Williams at 248-
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JOHN BALDRY

BEST FILM
OF THE YEAR
BEST DIRECTOR
OF THE YEAR
N.Y. FILM CRITICS
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some b r cad together, had
some good wholesome food,
and Angela breathed some
fresh air."
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Anthony Burgess Produced and
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Blues it
Saturday
STEVE MARINUCCI
Three pioneers of the
British blues scene, Savoy
Brown, Fleetwood Mac, and
Long John Baldry, invade the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Saturday night.
The show starts at 8:00
p.m
Savoy Brown, one of the
earliest blues bands in England, is led by Kim Simmonds,
the only surviving member
of the original band.
Fleetwood Mac also is
another veteran of the British blues circuit.
With the departure in 1970
of Peter Green, and in 1971
Jeremy Spencer -both found
God more important than
their music -Fleetwood Mac
had a void to fill. With the
release of their latest album,
"Future Games", critics
agreed that it had been filled
adequately. The new album,
though mellower than past
releases, is the band forging
ahead on its own and not
just remixing past material.
Long John Baldry can be
compared to John Mayall in
that he gave some famous
people their early gigs.
Tickets for the show are
$4.00 today and $4.50 torn morrow, are available at San
Jose Box Office, Discount
Records in San Jose and Peninsula Box Office in Menlo
Rick
BY
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Tickles keys

Duke performs
By Eric Schatmeier
How do you criticize an
institution? Duke Ellington
has
been "tickling the
ivories" on his Steinway for
so long that he can probably
do it in his sleep.
Indeed, Ellington has probably spent more time at the
piano than most people have
in bed.
At San Jose City College
Wednesday night, the Duke
and his band put on a show
that they had obviously done
before many times. But their
attitude was one of professionalism and enthusiasm
rather than bored repetition.
With a band in which the
average age is 67 it has to be
that way in order to generate
any kind of excitement.
And the audience was excited; college kids as much
as middle-agers. Smiles
crossed the faces of middleaged men and greying ladies
who tapped their heels when
Ellington played "Sophisticated Lady" and "Satin
Doll." Younger people were
entranced by a 72 -year old
man who clowned with photographers and danced around
the stage with agility that
would make a man half his
age feel proud.
Ellington doesn’t hog the
spotlight either.
He gave
all his musicians a chance
to perform, including a trumpeter alto does ,in uncanny

Louis Armstrong impres
sion.
The low point of the near
perfect show was when
forgettable Vocalist per
formed.
Luckily though, he only
stayed for three songs and the
audience was able to hear
more of what it had come
for, Duke Ellington’s music,
including a medley of old
ones like, "Don’t Get Around
Much Anymore" and

THE

Klemmer jazz band
shows unity, polish
BY GLENN LaFRANK
For jazz lovers, the performances of John Klemmer
and Prince Lasha and the
Firebirds Wednesday night
In the SJS coffeehouse, were
heavenly. For music lovers,
however, the evening was only
half heavenly.
Prince Lasha and the
Firebirds proved almost anybody can form an improvisational jazz -band. The group
turned out to be four solo
performers banded together
to play free -form jazz, and
not much else.
As individual instrumentalists, the Firebirds were
quite good. The Prince,
formerly with John Coltrane,
demonstrated his above average talents playing the
clarinet,
saxophone, flute
and tamborine.
The
Prince’s backup
group consisted of three fine
performing individuals, but
as a band, they just couldn’t
get it together. The sound
was much like a live show of
former rockgroup Cream.
The
Firebirds never
played a song, in fact, in the
hour they played, they never
started, ended, or did anything else in unison.
Although
Klemmer’s
group did not have the instrumentalists of the Fire birds, the jazz -saxophonist’s
group had what the first band

In essence, Aida was a success. Where elso could a San
Jose audience encounter some fine singing, good acting, and
view a 3 -ring circus all in the same show?
GL
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be a delightfully entertaining evening.
Nothing can be said about principles Grace Bumbry and
Ezio Flagello of the Met, other than they were very good, as
expected. In Italy, custom dictates they get pelted with bits
of lunch if they are not.
Edwin Duniiing and Marisa Galvany also turned in better than -average performances. The SJS chorus in the triumphant march fit right in with the professional singers,
contributing a rich, full sound to the scene.
Truly refreshing performances were given by the animals from Gene Holter’s Movieland Wild Animal Farm.
In their brief appearances the beasts showed character and
real stage potential.

/600 II earn...979W.
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41,

Men wore tuxedos and women donned formals and furs to
turn out for the opening of the San Jose Community Theatre
last Thursday night.
According to Italian opera history, they should have worn
work clothes and carried lunch baskets. Since the ticket
prices dictated more formal attire, the locals obliged.
Those who witnessed the theatre’s opening included former San Jose Mayor Ronald James, present Mayor Norman
Mineta, and most of the city councilmen.
It was obvious that many of the people there were not
regular theatre -goers. At 8:15 p.m., 15 minutes late, there
was a drum roll. The audience, not really knowing what to
expect, readied itself for four hours of culture.
Suddenly, the group sprang to its feet singing the StarSpangled Banner, then sat down to wait another five minutes
for the opera.
When the curtains parted, the audience began what was to
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The color film "Red
Tickets are $2 for general
China," made and narrated admission and $1 for senior
Jens
journalist
by Danish
lacked --unity and polish.
Bjerre, will be shownSunday, citizens, students, and childInstead of four soloists, Feb. 27, 7:30p.m., inDeAnza ren. They are available at
Center, the Flint center box office,
Flint
Klemmer put together a group College’s
257-9555.
that would complement his Cupertino
solo abilities instead of fight
them.
As a saxophonist.
Klemmer was exceptional
Formerly with Don Ellis, he
*
demonstrated the speed and
precision musicians aim for.
The lead artist also added
a new dimension to the saxoPe
phone by plugging it into an
echo chamber, creating a
*
*
thrilling effect.
Klemmer proved it takes
a lot of work to assemble a
good jazz band. This band
worked to achieve a good jazz
sound as, their Wednesday
evening performance indicated
I 2 Gallons & Gallons A Specialty!

FOX THEATRE
345 SO. FIRST ST. SAN JOSE*

imeiebel
BEST DOCUMENTARY FEATURE / 1970

ZA<HARIAH
41%1 PLIVING THEM FEU 211

This week you will be *
able to see both
W4111111SIock & larharialq
plus the live Spirit
eoncert Feb. 25-20 *
att 0111Ik low price

ai

11146 FOX.

F or m ore information
call 293-7007.

c*tt

WINE AND BEER

Soloists

to perform
1 he SJS Symphony (irchestra, directed by Robert
Manning, will present the four
runners-up of last year’s stu
dent solo auditions Tuesday
at 8:15 p.m. in the Concert
Hall.
Admission is free
Featured soloists will be
baritone
Ronald Gerard,
soprano Susan Mukuno, flutist Marsha Tallant, and
pianist Charles Cramer.

EVERYTHING FROM SIX-PACKS
TO KEGS
CAMPUS FAVORITES
FREE DELIVERY

141-A South Third St.

11,00 AM to MOD PM Mon -F
to 1200PM SM"rd"
11.00 AM to 900 PM Sunday

287-9828

Sk1A-Hpireriii_

&MAIM

THE FILM SUCCEEDS ON SO
MANY DIFFERENT LEVELS THAT
IT NEVER FAILS TO ENTERTAIN?’
crawriarefey

MARIJUANA
EDUCATION
CINEMANIA
LESS IS MORE

1)CrilLInG

0

OR THE BERKELEY-TO-BO/TOR
FORTY-BRICK LO/T-BRG BWU
A ILooes Company
Tichn,,,,, From
"THERE WA3 A
CROOKED Aq A r
soon: "X Y & ZEE" with Elizabeth Taylor

INDUCTION
OMEGA

a

RUNS GOOD

Lights by
0BECROMBE
ADM. $4.00 in advance,
14.50 at the door. Buy an advance
ticket - get two FREE tickets to see
FEB.Ib-leMad Dogs & Englishmen Shaft FEB.Z0-24 Woodstock Zacharlah
IL & San Carlos, S.J.
8:00 PM. Concert Dates - FEB. ZS F. Zb
TICKETS
SOUND STAGE
6ulTdr SNOWOISE
9977 STEVENS (IEEE
UNDERDROUND RECORDS 06 E. SAW fleNdNDO
SOON TOSE STATE
STEVENS MUSIC /202 [’wood
AfizA (011(0,
I BASCOM
FOoTINIL eoictss
RECORD MCTORY
SRNrA eeza DIVKSTDef

AIRPLANE GLUE,
I LOVE YOU

2910 S BASCOM
BOX efelei
son OFF ICE
sox &fief

"71)
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M0STERPENCE

Prod.
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iCrime

art supplies

Gone:permits,plants,bench legs
Penne numbers are: EBy ANNE HESSON
0894
Seven parking permits
0623
have been either stolen or
0503
lost since the beginning of
0075
the semester. The numbers
0077
are listed below. I’ one of
0263
the listed permits is offered
0476
to you for resale, don’t buy
Many of the permits which
it. Receiving stolen property
is in this case a misdemea- have been stolen are of the
nor, and may result in as new card variety. According
much as one year in county to Bill Schooler of Auxilary
Enterprises, the card perCampus police say that mits were invented to prethey have caught a signifi- vent faculty and staff from
cant number of the persons bringing two cars on campus
using stolen permits in the at the same time. The card
can be moved from car to car
past.
or removed as has been the
case so far. About half of
the permits which have been
stolen were removed from
unlocked cars.
r
Ernie A. Bullard, an athNow
letic coach at SJS, knows
about what can happen to an
available!
unlocked car. His 1969 VW
"Bug" was stolen last week
after he left his keys in Ow
car.
Apparently, even It
It
locked, property isn’t sate

*gen

’
TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

815 SOCK
CANT MOUNTAIN
An exciting. epyt.golaChrE-eloW
compendium
resources for educating
onesell and other,
(ham, eronotny size
2,,perhink.
141/2"

Special Student
Rates
Rental Purchase
Program
- Electrics
- Standards
- Portables

d

Adding machines
also

Delta Special!
Sesmour Laurence Book
54.00 .AI
hooksIcile
ii’

%nswers to all sour
11
questions about male
homosexualits

NOW IN
PAPERBACK

.1
.1

GAS
Regular { 94.0ctame)

.1
.1

29 sXo
Ethyl ’100+Octame)

.1

32

1

CHANGING
HOMOSEXUALITY
IN THE MALE
1 realm.’ for Alen I riiuble el
hi
ttttttttttttt
Hallel,

’ii

tiII

Serve Yourself
And Save
Cigarettes 35c
Prices subject Lo
change without
notice

II

Di I I S Roots
,2

PURITAN
OIL CO.
10th & Taylor
6th S. Keyes
4th & William
410 1911?

You Don’t Have To Leave
Campus TO -find out about
leaving town.
Professional Travel
Service for Students
Faculty & Staff
LOWEST AIR FARES
TO ANY DESTINATION

SPARTAN
fRAVEL MART
Downster,s .n College Union
,297-2070
MonFri, 1 to 1330

ELECTRON IC
ENGINEERS
ON -CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
THURSDAY, MARCH 9th
Microwave Radio System

Development
Multiplex Systems Development
Communications Systems Planning
Factory Support Engineering

Instrument Development
Computer Application Tiedmiques
Statistical AnalySis

000.000

41000
4,0

6.0
O.0

Analog and Digital Circuit Design
AM, FM, F DM, TOM, PCM Circuits
Data Modem Development
R F Development
IF Development
Thick Film Development
Network Development
Integrated Circuit Applications
Lenkurt is an equal opportunity employer
1105 County Rood, San Carlos, Calif . 94070
See your campus Placement Office now

a member of the committee,
His office is in Building R
(Tutorials) and he will refer
written comments to the committee.
The difference between
this committee and the thousands of others which have
paraded by is that they report back to the Mayor, not
the police department. and
they sincerely want to know
what this community has to
say.
Whoever stole the two
small trees and three orchid
plants from the Science building, forget it - they don’t
have any resale value.
Speaking of markets, theft
for personal gain is the motive listed on the campus op lice report; never realized
there was such a hot market
for stolen cement bench legs.
Someone must think so

Asian art
show today
Music, dance and poetry will be presented by the Asians
for Community Action (ACA), today, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Art Kameda, organizer of "Feel More East", hopes to
"bring people together" through a program which would develop the Asian -American culture.
The koto, a Japanese instrument, will be played by two
performers at the beginning of the show. Poetry reading,
folk-rock music, jazz music and free -form music will follow.
Contributing their time and talents will be the members of
ACA, SJS students and members of the community.
"Asians don’t see themselves as full human beings. With
this program they are given a chance to express their true
selves through artistic talents," Kameda said.
People from the local Asian -American communities
have become so westernized that we neglected the East in
us," Kameda added.
The discovery of artistic talents contributes to the growth
of the Asian -American community Kameda said.
Being taught to reject the East in themselves, he said,
Asian -Americans haven’t been able to see themselves as
whole human beings.
Instead of copying other art forms, they hope to find their
place in a distinctive Asian -American culture.
"This new culture will help unite our people and express
our moods, our feelings, our struggles," Kameda said. "Feel
More East" is being put on to provide a channel for this
Asian -American art form to develop. Through "Feel More
East," the people can get a taste of the Asian -American
art forms at their present stages of development," he added
A casual affair open to the public, "Feel More East" will
be held at the Buddhist Church Annex on 640 N. Fifth St. A
$1 donation will be asked.

Shockley to talk
on race and LC).
shuckie!,, the
controversial Nobel prizewinning Stanford University
physicist, will address the
National Engineers’ Week
meeting at the San Jose Hyatt
House tonight.
Shockley has been stirring controversy because of
his theories that Blacks may
be genetically inferior to
Whites.
Last week, some 350
Wlittris and BiLiekC .IttontInd
DI

Anita Ill

rally called by the ’1 bird
World Liberation Group in
which Shockley was condemned as a "racist" and
burned in effigy.
.1

The topic of Shockley’s
address will be "Research
Taboos on Geneticity of I.
Q." Ticket information for
the $7 dinner preceding the
address may be obtained by
calling Henry Buffalo Jr. at
961-7590

Sparta Guide
:)DAY
,1 LIMAN 1ST COMMITTEE OF SAN
,OSE, 8 pm. 1058 Hyde Ave Free
clic meeting on humanism conducted
Art Jackson. executive director of
Humanist Committee
CHESS CLUB, 12 430pm. CU Al
maden Room
PACIFIC STUDIES CENTER. a radi
cal research center. will hold an
open house, 12 3 p
, 1963 Univ.
oily Ave Palo Alto
JONAH’S WAIL, 930 pm 10th and
San Carlos streets "The Automated
Battlefield," produced by the Amer,
can Friends Service Committee, will
be shown Program consists of slides
and a narration
TOMORROW
BLACK POLITICAL CAUCUS OF
SANTA CLARA VALLEY. 1 5 pin,
CU Ballroom

WOMEN’S CENTER CONFERENCE,
Building 2, Ninth and San Carlos

streets
Bettina Apthecker will be
the guest speaker at a 1 2 30 pm
lunch
Twelve informal workshops
will begin at 10 30 am

I

MISC

FRIDAY
CONFERENCE:
"American Pens, dents in California History" will be
discussed by several panels and sp.), yes, 9 am led pm Junior College
141
FRIDAS FLICKS: "The Grasshopper,"
starring Jim Brown andJackie Bisset.
7 and 10 pm Morris Dailey Auditorium Admission 50 cents!
JONAH’S WAIL, 930 p.m. 300 S.
10th St
Ron Thompson and Stefan
will present blues and folk music
Also, Saturday, 9.30 p m Bob Kendal I.
associate of James Taylor, and Morley
Hughes, folk guitarist. will play con
temporary folk music
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION
CLUB will present a student faculty
party. 7 p
. 2966 Almond Dr . San
Jose All students interested in man
power administration are invited to

attend
BENEFIT DANCE FOR ANGELA,

9
pm 894 F Santa Clara St Donation 50 cents Sponsored by the SJS
chapter of F ree Angel. DaViS COrienit
tee

DIRTY STUDENTS...
BRING US YOUR WRINKLED
YOUR SOILED, YOUR REEKING
GARMENTS

10% DISCOUNT Willi ASB CARD AT
ART CLEANERS
BY CAMPUS, CRNR. OF 9th & SANTA CLARA
OWNER,DAVID ROSENTHAL, SJS

LEFIKURT

1_ ILI"’

I

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Carlos 294-1455

Just
west of Sears King -Queen $24, DOI
$22, Twin Ste. Safety Liners $2,
Frames $10 plus 10 year Guarantee on all beds Wale. Sofas. U L
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries
Ask about our N 90 policy 294-1455

YOUR BODY

REVIVE
a college -age BALLET class at
Basic
Eufratia School of Ballet
"musts" for the beginning dancer
246-6675 if no answer 297-2991

Join

PHOTOGRAPHERS ATTENTION? Node
models available for amateur & professional photographers 328 7071
ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovely large "fresh cur’ flower
’Op We hve the best quality flowers
at ’he lowest prices in town Lovely
crnatigns at $1 00 doz. be kidding)
Long stdm roses at $3 50 at $4 50 dot
lin a florists box for additional 65C)
Daisies 650 bunch, Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch.-- -Daffodils, Tulips, Iris,
Stock, Violets etc. etc. etc You name
it’- -we’ve got ill! Whether you buy one
flower or a dozen you will receive the
same "fuss & ribbons" Every purchase is gift wrapped You never got
no much for so little money TRY US--YOU’LL LIKE MI We also have
large selection of potted plants, terrarourne dish gardens and dry arrangement flowers
Everything at
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’ fir the hospital" arrangements at SI 95 & 52 50 They’re
cute and "lust enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day
Holidaysl 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4039 (at the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park I
PASSPORTS -ONE DAY SERVICE 4 for
$3 75
15 minutes serviie available
Daily 8 are -3 pm Sat till noon
Tinker Bell Studio 1040 The Alameda.
SJ

BANJO

WANTED. INexpenxive, mayCall Jimmy Wood at 287-1830

be’

GIRLS you can earn beautiful lingerie
or wigs free lust by getting your friends
I do the rest C11 Sharon
together
269 3239 after 1

STUDY ESPERANTO, the international
language, in Portland for credit. this
12-28 July, then attend International
Esperanto Congress here 29 July to
5 August A unique opportunity to learn
Information
this beautiful language
University of
Summer Sessions.
Portland, Oregon 97203
DO YOU NEED QUICK MONEY. I’m
willing to give 40% of value on food
coupons Not stamps Example 100
off on next Jar of peanut butter Minimum amount Si Phone Jim 298-2170
PUBLIC AUTO MART
Sell your own Vehicle, Invest a total
little of your time
of $800 and
Thousands of "Prospective Buyers"
We
(admitted free each weekend
average over 30 "Specific Buyers"
for each new VW and moderately priced
transportation vehicle for sale) Call
before 500 for a listing of the types of
vehicles and price ranges "Our Buyers" were looking for last weekend
(Based upon Buyer Questioneire corn.
pleted each weekend) 2879566 Every
weekend Sat & Sun 9arn-Ipm Every
weekend Sal & Sun 9am-Iprn Capitol
Drive -In Theatre Capitol Expressway
& Monterey Rd. 5.1
PUBLIC AUTO MART "A Meeting
Place for Private Parties to Buy and
Sell Used Vehicles"

A CLEAN OLD MAN

s..

ROOM AND BOARD and small salary
for fernale live in be help evenings
and or days 243-0399

Want to inspect hundreds of used
All makes
vehicles in one stop’
All models All prices Free Admis
sow Free Parking PUBLIC AUTO

ROOFING lb SURFACE coating psb
sales Al your leisure Excellent

Bill liencet Piease call RunBeltranso
at the Holiday Inn 287-5340

commission
2 27

LIT MAJORS: What critic discussed
Fitzgerald’s debt in "Tender IS The
Night" to Keats’ "Isabella" C Where,
Reward $10 253-5096

MART See our ad- Announcements

HOUSING

BRIDGESTONE 100cc. Only 126 miles
294-9346
Call Paul
Must sell,

STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Houses
3 & 4 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
1 B 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borelli Realty. 295 No 10th
Call 297-2410

FOR SALE
THE PISCEAN
35 S. Fourth, 1/2 block from SJS
Library Kung- Queen complete water beds $46 00, Double $44, Twin $33
Frames $10 & up Liners $Z Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guaraniee on all
beds. Also water sofas. organic furnMellow
iture, pillows. tapestries.
sales people and right on prices. 35
S. 4th 287-7030.

SHEREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350
pound

SALOON.
MARY" IN

current,
used paperbacks, records and books
1/2 pric Quality books and records
purchased Top prices paid- ’’cash, or
trade Lots of fiction. supplement/Is,
and classics
RECYCLE
BOOK.
286-6275 186S 2nd St.
FINE CLASSICAL GUITARSFOR PER-

FORMERS AND TEACHERS,
Sunnyvale 783-2671

WATER BEDS

Quality Built -Heavy
Duty Potter’s
Wheel $150 Standup 2 speed Elec
true A Complete - Clean operating unit
Call 251-1091 After 5 p rn.
CAMERA, Zeissikon Contallex. Com
plete with Tess. I 2 13 lens, light
meter, flash equip , close up lens and
case 585 Call 268 0454 eves
GORGEOUS REDHEADS Loving.
Lively. Available
6 week old Irish
Setter pups A K C Champion stock
Reasonably priced, Call 941-2400
FRESH CUT FLOWERS - Very reason Hale Corsages, $150 & up. Flowers
occasions
287-6805 or
for
all
246-3023

DELUX GUITAR AMP $175.

FENDER

297-2991

after 5:00

MARRIED STUDENTS

Large 1 or 2 bdrm opts in quietcomplea or/pool. 1/2 block to SJS. w/w
carpets. Built in kit from $125. 466
S. 516 61 286-0944.
GIRLS ONLY! New rooms with kitchen
priv From $60 99 So. 9th and 278
10th.
Across campus Parking.
Phone -295-8526 or 2954514

S

147 UNITS 4 Swimming Pools GARDEN VILLA APARTMENTS NeatCleen-Ouiet. Studio Apts. -sop. dressing rm. SOMETHING SPECIALDbl. Studio convertible to 2 bdrms; 2
dressing rms, 2 baths, kit, and dining
ern; sccomodstes 4 adults.
Well lighted reserved parking; night security patrol; close to bus -line shopping,
SJS; $105. and up. 1319 Sunny Court,
5.1; 297-1200.
TO FACULTY

your off -campus requirements. Just
one block off campus to 6th & Santa
Clara. Rennovated, period decor in
San Jose’s oldest hi - rise $70
293-1719
NEED IMMEDIATELY FEMALE
ROOMMATE to share 1 dorm apt with
3 others 1.2 blk from campus Fore
$43.75/mo. 297-2737
CHRISTIAN GIRL needed to share duplex with 2 others Close to campus
Call 287-0282 566 mo
$65 Share 2 bdrm modern turn apt 2
blk from SJSC Own room, pool, garage Phone 298-1333 anytime

WANTED, One or two

female room
mates. Two bedroom apt SSO month.
1/2 blk from campus Call 293-4883

2 ROOMMATES TO SHARE 2 bdrm
apt w/2 male students 2 blks from
campus 545 ma Steve or Ed aft 6
294-5847

ROOMATE to share house on 578 S.
11th with 3 female students Close to
campus.
Own room $55, or share
room $50. Call 297-1357

SUPER GARAGE SALE.

FEMALE to

If

share newly furnished
room in Girl’s house. One block from
campus
K it priv . washer, dryer,
pro,/ refrig in room $50 mo 441
S 6th St or Call 297-4057

works

Paul

HUGE 1 bdrm apt furn h unfurn
Ideal for roornates 1,2 blk from SJS
Pet or infant OK 439 S 4th 293-3762

Size 7 3/4 white
Immaculate
$60 new, Sell for 535
Paul 297-7463

For 3 or 4 students Nice furnish
1 bdrm house 475 E Reed St Near
10th See First 246-3023 Morn &
eves

fine
I’m the one that’s broke.
at 287-7463

BELL HELMET,

CLASS 3 Bdrin. APT. - ONLY ONE
LEFT AEK - Pool
98% deposit
return Newly furnished 470 S 111h
297-7590

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US!
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom, Fun, Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OP POR TUNIT Y
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th 02 297 3866
John & Mary Rhoades

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB

Co-ed Just off campus Feel food
linen & maid serv Parking. color TV
Inside courtyard Beautiful, Run by
people who care Shared 520 50 wir
293 7374
510 wk
Meals optional

REFINED, FURNISHED ROOMS, Male
no smoking or

DANCERS TOPLESS.

Wanted for full
or part time Amateur every Wed
525 for winner
$15 for all part
1760 MTN VIEW -AL VISO RD. SUNNY VALE. 734-14541

Kitchen privileges,
drinking 293 3088

STUDENTS INSIDE TICKET SALES.
Start owned S1.75 hr. Apply in person
S 1s1 San Jose. Part orlon time.
$100

weekend isn’t bad! Heavy
Lawn aerating.
sales/management
Green Thumb Inc 294-4010
GUYS & GIRLS coupon sales crew Cash
paid daily, long hair ok Work any day
you want Crew meets M -F 3prri Sat
& Sun loam at Spartan House. Oth and
San Carlos S J BE THERE

’66 FALCON 4 dr sedan $500 Call
286 0613. David Aft 6 p m
’56 Ford Good Condition Almost new
interior and tires
Asking $175 or
offer Kevin 297-6870.

JOBS-TELEPHONE SALES-Long hair
oh 52 to $3 plus prihr
354-6186

’66 MUSTANG. red. 3 speed. 6 cyl New
clutch, tires, trans Esc cond. $750
Call 738-4679

POSITION AVAILABLE -"High Pay, No
Investment, No Sales" Submit Resume
by Feb 17, 1972 Mr John Roma.
backer. co Mr Richard Bettger, 782
Woodside East 012, Sacramento, Calif
95221

PEUGOT ’69 Station wag Runs Great.
$200 COI 251 7766 evenings

’63 FORD GALAXIE runs well New
tires, good brakes and interior $250
294 2092

FEMALE: Live in dorm or soror
ivy’ Make money by showing/selling
animal posters to your friends That’s
all Write Kosdon PO 9213,5.13eigo,
Include name of dorm or
92109
sorority

’66 TR 4 A. Good condition, $1200.
New Sony IC -20 car stereo cassette,
$85 379-3359

HONDA 450. Perfect condition ’72
tags, extra pipes, helmet, sisybar,
shop manual $850 Call Bill 245-40D7

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
No sex or porno
$50 to $100 per
day
Full or part time mornings,
afternoons, evenings
Artists 81
Models Studio 1415 Alameda 5.1
958-1956

AN. SPRITE TOP (Mark 111 or Midget) Brand new
$35 (compare to
$551 Call Bob 293-4806, between 5
& 7 pm

BUSINESS GRAD
Concentration in marketing or sales
needed for position with a stable
nation& company Numerous benefits.
No nap nec Call for split 9 a m
III noon 379-4101

’110 KARMAN GHIA. Rims good
36 hp eng
Syuchromesh trans
Recently rebuilt $175 or offer ’trade
Call 366 4468

VW Bug, Elicit Coed Good tires
rim’s $1300 or make offer 298-

WANT A GOOD full
income lob’

time or part time
Call 248 4327 after S

4
5

let

11.105

lines

1.50
2.00
250

lines

3.00

2.00
2 50
300
3 so

.50

.50

lines

Iric

dor,

URGENT! Female roomate to share
1 bdrm apt 555 mo See Julie all
6 pm 565 S 11th St let

FOR

lies don

2.25
2 75

240
2 90

2.50
3 00

3.25

340

350

1.75

3 90

4.00

SO

.50

.50

ROOMMATE to share house on 578
S 11th with 3 female students Close
Iv campus Own room 555, or shar,
room $50. Call 297.1357
FEMALE to share newly filIntyht
room in Girl’s house
One block
from campus
Kit priv washer,
dryer, priv refrig in room
$50
mo 441 S 6th St or Call 297-4057

Last cud r

on

available for artists, photographers, students, groups,
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5, weekends. 275.6168
WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service. 287-4355 (Amanuensis, any -

YOUR PAPER READ -EDITED for
modest fee Experienced Call Joe.
269-9022
FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced ty
pist IBM Sehictric-pica. Can edit
4 miles from SJS. Mrs. Aslani., Call
298.4104

WAKE-UP SERVICE Hey’ Sleepy
Head, Let us wake you by phone any.
time 926-1875

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, free service, no contract. Call
EscM’s 251.2598
LICENSED CHILD CARE. Close to
campus. Reasonable rates. Fenced
yard. Lunch Mrs Mc Curley
244-1489
PARACUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
Complete first Jump course. All
equipment furnished. Special student
rates
Stevens Para -Loft. Oakland
Airport.

569-5358

TYPING, Experienced, fast, also editing
Former
English teacher.
244-6444 aft 6 Mary Bryner

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
EUROPE
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN:
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN -19161
CALL:

451-7905
4248 OVERLAND, DEPT. B.
CULVER CITY, CA., 90230

EUROPE- ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, inexpensive
student camping tours throughout West
and East Europe, including Russia
SOFA agent for inter -European student
charier flights. CONTACT ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd. 04 LA Calif.
90049 TEL: 12131 826-5659121318260855 or call tampus rep: Steve Cosel
14151945-7131 hours 4-7 pm
GOING TO EUROPE? Bicycle across
Italy, For details write. Paola; 21602 Patterson Or ; Eugene, Or. 97405
FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver, Chicago, New York,
Boston. Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or the Orient Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY NOW! Save
1/3 with& TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Cal I Bruce
at
297-8668
or 379-2856 for
information
RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 wks $360
inclusive London departures Small
group camping travel lages 18-301

Also Europe. Africa Experienced.
Write Whole Earth Expeditions Ltd
U S Agents for Transit Travel Ltd
Box 1497. K C Mo 64141

EURORAil
tours solaflights
carrentals -hostels pensions -sports europeancars shipping sleeping bagsmountainboots. etc
Condor, 2305
Wilshire Boulevard Santa Monica 213/
828-6084

SELL IT
WITH A
SPARTAN

share 2 bdrm apt Royal I.e.&
pools. etc
$80 mo plus utilities
258 8124 before 9 after 7

425 So. 7th for GIRLS. $40
Come see it

month

with kitchen

DAILY

APT. 01. S. 71h, 500 block Four
Felix Cappelloni 293-2958
students
ROOMS, IVY HALL 279 E San Per’
nand. across from adm in, stratiOn
Double. kitchen priv well
bldg
managed 294-6472

CLASSIFIED

$125 633 S
BCIRM APT. fore
8th St Call 294-0465 evenings

AD

FREE forst half month’s rent Extra
large 2 bdren, furnished. quite, &
clean
643 S 8th St
294-4749

WANTED: A

young liberal couple to
share our Mt home Reasonablrent
Into art and health food 238-1261

en
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A very serious business

287-1664

RENT:
share room, 550 ino
kitchen privileges
Ivy Hall, 297 E
San Fernando
See Danny Labrie

Re refunds
fn r day,

GIRLS any race, shape, or age If you
like to mei.; good money Call me at

MEN STUDENTS: PRIvate Rm 550
mo Share room, $25 mo 146 S 1016
295 2035

CLASSIFIED RATES
One day

MEMBERS

PRIVATE OFFICES ARE availablefor

ELECTRIC typewriter, Smith Cor. Of lice model 0315
Good condition
New over $300, sacrifice $125. Call
294-3206 mornings

PANASONIC Stereo $65.

MARY" DOING BEHIND THE RED BARNON MONTEREY
RD. COME SEE SULLIVAN’S SALOON

PRIVATE ROOM IN ROOMINGNOUSE
with kitchen privileges 22 S. 11111.
From $55.
Call Max. 293-9844.

Quiet Room for rent, 535 per month,
male only. 260 So 13th St Call
294-8507

Everything
goes
’65 Corvair. dishes, furniture,
appliances, records, stereo, TV, etc
526 E San Salvador St Thurs. to
Sun Day and Night

PERSONALS

WHAT’S "DIRTY

$30 Anodized Air Flow ski rack fits
Built-in locks used once
all cars.
$25 297-0505 after 400

59 VW recent overhaul of engine,
brakes, clutch A bargronat$400 Call
263 4764 Wkdys after 5 Wkends
anytime

IS

oldest

meter, orange and white. Great for
ceilings, drapes, clothes, etc. Only
$6.
Visit one of our stores at 400
Park Ave.
III blocks west of SJS)
Ph 286-1263 or 28 E. Campbell Ave
tat Winchester) Ph, 378-1040

Completely recond
’66 MUSTANG.
Hi performance 289, exc gas Mileage,
58,000 rni . most sac 5800 356-3031

and

San Jose’s

water bed store. Yin Yang Water
Bed Co invites yOU 10 compare
quality, price, and service. LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 2811. dia-

20’s AT SULLIVAN’S
FEATURING "DIRTY

AN ORIGINAL 20’s ATMOSPHERE. DIRECTL Y BEHIND THE
"BED BARN" 3166 MONTEREY RD.

Per
Ph. 293-2954

Any amount

LARGEST SELECTION of

DAWN IN HISTORY March 4.5. & 6
For further info & tickets 286-1309
RELIVE THE

Call 267 7258 before

’67 TR4A, independent rear suspen
luggage rack, 2
sion, overdrive,
covers. $803 or best offer 292.9373

THE DAY OF HOPE
NEW AGE PROPHET’ fo ttttt NEW

WE DO ANYTHING
COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE. REMEMBER,

1969 YAMAHA DT 1 Endure,
E xcellent condition 5475 354 1801
aft 200

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND,
Home Cleaners (Basic H, L. etc
Food Supplements (Instant Protein)
Beauty Aids (Poteini zed Shampoo etc I
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866

. CERAMICS
FINE ARTS
DRAFTING
COMMERCIAL ART
*THRU FEB 211- $3.00 Mm, arch
San Jose’s Oldest and Largest Art Store

rage are gone, the theive,
left the top of the benches
though, so you can stiff rest
on the way to your car

though because the legs from
the benches between the Education Building and the
Seventh Street Parking Ga-

AUTOMOTIVE

MEETINGS

Eurail Passes
’Group Disrounts
Student Stand- by
Cards/ Tickets
Never a Service Charge

:::::::

all possibilities. Olie
of the two 15 -year -old juveniles who stole a bike earlier this semester (it was
later returned) told campus
police he had no trouble opening the combination lock on
the bike. He indicated he was
not the only person he knew
with this talent.
So what are the police
doing about this, on and off
campus? Better yet, what
is the community doing about
the police?
No students or faculty
showed up last week when the
citizen’s committee appointed by Mayor Mineta met on
campus to hear the gripes
of the campus community
about the San Jose Police Department.
Complaints and opinions
on police procedures, operations or policies should be
sent to Carl Foster of SCIP,
110111

1.% sruoovr
5 DISCOUNT.

Is
01.

SENO CHECK, MONEY SPIRO. II CUM TO SPARTA/II WHY CLASSIFIES/
IAN MK SIAN Court. CALIF.
116114
oteate .111.. 1,5,, CIA), IIICI 1.11.4-11q aft for ml yr Anse,

HOME SW.. 05 00000 54.0 1.04.
Cell Thestria For Shoe, Times

.1

